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'J-hs ititensitii distributiv*! of the '! K-er*.;-ceit~n bar.-J c,j kexagc

niiride samples with partially npier.tatad crystdiliies i>as fc,

sträng tu depend&nt upon ihe take-off <Tr'.ffL; of th(. e^ritteä i'xd

nbsßpved emission bands ao.n bs sepai-att-d tina"tbiguo<<s~!,i' int o ••;

•n-subband. On fhc. baais of ih& direkt i''f--ui •iha^^atfiTistic of

dipoles within th& layers (u-bonäings) and pei'p&ridi'Jitl'-ir lo i

(v-bcnding) the angulaif de.pe.^der^K of thii inter.siTy c-f l\v ou

quantitztivelu exptained. In addittofi ;.ke de'Tff.c. c,f o'pi,<sntati

Qi-ijstalliieQ in the sample can be d^i^rnrined. 'i'ne ir.ter:si 1,14

'j-f the einission bands to b& ejrpe.oled for- sing LG a-yütaic a>i-1

uithout any textum ar-e deiermir.ad:, in the hiLLf-r 'laff-fi r,na Pt

fcund tu be in good agr-e&nent with ej-^ri'nfinr-al reisnits.

*) Work supported by Bundesminsterium für Forschung und Technology BMFT
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K Introduct io n

In recent years several substances wi tli au isotrop i c crys t a l structure were

found to show an anisotropic emission of their characteristic x-rays, which

ffleans Chat the shape of the emisKum specLrum depends upon the Lake-off angle

of the radiation.

The most pronounced effect known so far was observed for the K-emission band of

graphite 'J-3). Hexagonal boron nitride BN being a layer crystal with a struc-

ture similar to that of graphite also shows an anisotropic emission of its

characteristic x-rays. It was recently observed for both the K-emis.sio:i band of

boron (4,5) and the K-emission band of nitrogen (5;. - Obviously the anisotropic

emission i s the explanation for the discrepancies betwecn the resuj Ls of earlier

measurements of the emission bands o[ graphi te and bnron nitride [6-llJ.

In the measurements of the anisotropic emission of the K K-emission band of boron

nitride by Borovskii et al. |5j only two take-off angles were used, and the

spectral resolution was low. So it seemed worth-while tu remeasure this spectrum.

Samples of polycrystalline BX with partially orientated crystallites were used

for the measurements, A quantitative interpretation of the anisotropic x-ray

emission of auch texture samples of BN is possible only if the spectrum is

measured at several take-off angles. These measurements also permit the con-

struction of the N K-emission band of a BN single crystal. Furthermore it is

possible to determine the degree of orientation of the crystallites in the

sample.

2. Experimental

Since single crystals of sufficient size are not available the measurements

were performed with samples of powdered BN. The powder (purity better than 98 %)

was ruhbed ontu a scratched plate of aluminum, Thus a smooth surfuc.ü is obLai ned,

and the hexagonal layi'rs ot Lhe crystallites will he orientated preferably

parallel tn the surface uf the sample (texture).

The N K-emission was c-xciti'd wilh the Synchrotron radiation ot thn stora>;e rir.g

DORIS in Hamburg and measured wiLh a 2m cimcave grat mg spec. t.romct er u sing an

open photon multiplier äs a detector [l2\ The resolution of the instrument was

about 0.7 PV for energics higher Lhan 380 eV, and was reduced tD abciuL 2.5 eV

for energies between 370 eV and 380 eV due to the very low intensities. The

accuracy of the energy cal ibrat ion i s +0.3 eV. WiLh a spec. ial sair.pl e ho l der i L

was possible to adjust any take-off angle between 10" and 80°. The angle be-

tween the Synchrotron radiation and the emitted radiation t'ntering the spect ro-

meter was always about 90°. The measurements were carried out at a pressure of

10~- Torr ir. the sample chamber.

3. Results

The K K-emission band of hexagonal bonm nitride was measured Eor take-off angles

from 10° up to 80° in steps öl 10°. The results are shown in Fig. 1 . In the

low energy part the shape of the spectra does not change with the take-off

angle. Therefore the spectra were normal i zed in i nteils i ty in thi s region; the

curves obtained were identical for the whole energy ränge from 372 eV up to

abouL 390 eV. Above 390 eV the intensity of the spectra changes drastically

with the take-off angle. This is true especially für the peak at 394.5 eV which

is the dominating Eeature in the 10° spectrum, but decreases to a weak struc-

ture in thü 10° curve. With the spectra normal ized at low euergies i L t:an bc

shown that due ui self-absorption the intensity of the spet.tra in the high

energy region i s decreased by l es s than 5 % if t he t ake-of l" angle i s increased

fron 10° tu 80". In the following discussion the influence of self-absorption
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will therefore be neglected. As in the case of graphite the emission bands can

be separate«! in two subbands, the r- and the o-band. Because of the special

normal i sät ion the o-band is identical fnr all take-of f angl a-.s , whi ! e t hu c.on-

tribution of the Tr-band to the measured spectrum varies with the take-off angle.

Tu order to get the r,- and n-subbands, two .spectra measured at di.fferenl. take-

off angles are subtracted. The intensity distribution uf the resulting curve

and the ir-band are equal buL for a proportional factor. The shape of the o-band

result s from the demand that the superpnsition ot the constant o-band with the

r-band multiplied with an angular dependent factor lias to mati-.ii the measured

curves for all take-off angles. In the present case this leads to an unambiguous

and eonsistent Separation of t. h t? measured spectra in a c- and a i-subband.

In Fig. 2 the measured spectra (points) together with their -- and c-bands ob-

tained äs described above (dashed curves) are presented for three different take-

off angles. The very weak structure at about 379.5 eV, be hinging to the c-band,

is not considered here. The raain part of the n-emission band extends from. 385 eV

up to 396 eV and exhibits four different stmctural features: a plateau-like

region (386 - 389 eV) with slight iy inereas i n g i nLeusiLy, a broad maximum at

390.ö eV, and another sharper maximura of somewhat higher intensity at 392,6 eV

wit-h a steep slope on the high energy side followed by some tailing. The r-band,

the intensity uf which strongly changes with ehe take-off angle extends from

390 e.V to 397 eV. The maximiim of the n-band is at 394.5 eV; there are no further

structural details.

The fujl line is the superposition of the n- and the r-band. As can be seen, the

s um ciirve fits the e.xperimental data quite wel ! . The sarne is also found for the

other take-iiff angles not showri in Fig. 2. Thus the Separation Lnto the two

subbands is consistent.
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4. The angular depundenf.e of the. N K-emission band_

According to band structure calculat ions the valence band of hexagonal boron

nitride consists of three c-bands and one r-band fl3,14J, the electrons in the

r-band having Lhe lowest hond energies. The angular dependence of the inten-

sity of the x-ray emission bands is caused by the different syirane l r i e s uf the

initial electron state, because the final 1s states has spherical symmetry.

When electron transitions occur from the n-band to an empty 1s state (r-emission

band) the emi t ted r ad iat nui has the i: ha rat: teristics of a classical dipole. osci l~

lating parallel to the crystallographic c-axi s; the rad iatinn generaied by tran-

sitiiins from the j-bands to 1s states (o-emission band) has the characteristics

of two dipoles lying within the layer planes and orientated perpendicular to

each other (5,' . The shape of the emission bands is not dependent upon the take-

off angle, their inLensily, however, changes with the take-off angle. So we can

write for the emission band l (;s, t) , uhyerved a t a t ake-ot f angle ö

1(5,E) - f (i) • I°(E) + f (f) - l"(E), (I)a a r r

where 1„ (E) and I (E) ;;re the. max.imum intensities for the r- and r-band, and

f (ö) and f (O represent angular dependent intensi ty f ac. tors with values vary-

ing betwet'.n /.e.ru and unity. In the case of a single crystal, for thest1 inten-

sity factors the following expressions are ohtaini-d:

(2)

It a sample shows a texture, the distribution of the p.irti a l ly orientated cry-

stallites uiay be deycribed by a tunction ;•(:', 4), where 6 is the polar angle,

i.e. the angle between the vertical axis, uf [he sample surface and the r.-axis

of the t i l t e d rrysta l]i t es, and t is the azimuthal angle of the c-axis. In

general the distribut iun funotion . (i:,:-} uf polycrystalline sample« docs not

de.pend on f, all angles 4 having the same prohabi l il y. On the other band due to



the special preparation of the samples thi.>. oricnuition may biiiiome .j-dependent

in that the crystallites preferahly are put in the direction of rubbing. Samples

prepared wlth different directions of rubbing, however, showed identica! enn s-

sion spectra f o r the same take-tif f angle. Therefore L h L- orientation of the

crystallites can be described by the $—independent function c(6). Let this func-

tion be normalized in the following way:

(3)

the integral is to take over the area of the upper half of the sphere.

The calculation of the emission band 1(6,E) of a sample with partially orientated

crystallites is also based on equation (I). For the calculation of the intensity

factors f (i) and f (6), however, the contribution of all dipoles distributed

according to the distribution function p(3) must be summed up. The intensity

factors then get the following form:

M*) = l

2 ,, z(1-« ant^ z_ being the angles betwcen the dipole axes of the corre.sponding

dipoles in a crystallite and the direction of the propagation vector of the

emitted radiation.

According to ßorovskii et al. (5) we define a paranuaer >i which describes the

orientation of the crystallites:

r
a = p(6) cos^ 9 dfi. (5)

From [5J we obtain for a singlc crystal a=l, for a polycrystalline sample with-

out any texture a=l/3, and for samples with texturc l/3<n<'l.
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Making use o t" '/;; and [3j we get the followinp expre-ssions for the intensity

factors f (6) and f,..('*) of 14,:

(6)

As can be seen the relat ions (2) für a single crystal follow from (6) by putting

It is not possible tu dutermine f (o) and f (6) themselves from the experirnenCal

da L a, only the ratio f (6) /f (ö) can be obtaincd. L'sing yq\i;i tion (6) we f i nd:

(7)
f (>i) (3-a) + (3a-l) sin'

In Fig. 3 the ratio f (ö)/f (i1:) iy showii for difterent values of the parameter a,

TL may be emphasized that for sinz i = 1/3 (6:K35.30) the ratio f (f)/fr(&') dti&s

not depend on a, i.e. on the dcgrec. of oric.ntaL ion of the crystallites of the

sample. This m-ans ttiat Lhe x-ray spectrum of any polycrystalline sample and of

s ingle crystals has the same intensity distribution if raeasured at a take-off

angle of 35.3°.

If the specirti ara normaliüed so that the intensity of the o-band is constant

for all spectra (see Figs. l and 2} the intensity of the ^i-band is proportional

to(f (6)/f„(ä))-I°(E). The ratio f {ö)/f. (ä) is unity for 6^35.3°. Therefore

the spectrum measured at this take-off angle allows to determine the missing

intensity normal: zat ion o[ 1°(E) in relation to I°(E). For convcnit-nL-L- in all

f igures showingN K.-emission bands the intensity scale i s normal i ̂ ed so t bat ttie

maximum intensity of the n-band is unity for a take-off angle of 35.3°.

It may be mentioned that the considerationsof this chapter are valid for the

K-cmission spectra not only of BS but of a l l laye.r c.rystals in which only
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ii- and c-eleetrons contribute to the bond.

The intensity ratlos f (S)/f (5) äs determined frora the experimental data oE

Fig. 2 and from the spectra obtained for the other take-off anglc-s are also

marked in Fig. 3. As can be seen ehe experimL'nl al values come closest to the

curve c.alculated for 3=0.9.

This r e su 11 i s surprising to some exlent because l he üioasurements vere performed

with different samples; for the various samples otie would expect a certain

scattering of the results. But the observations show that within the effective

depth of the samples (uhich is at most l u, whili: the thickness of the sample

is >\00 u) by the process of rubbing a lug'1 - and reproduceable - degree of

orientation of the microcrysLallites is obtained. Other methods seem to be less

effectivc; the samples of a piece of compact BN which was supposed u> be.

highly orientated proved to be much iess anisotropic Lhan nur samples, and

Borovskii et al. ^5J report for their sainpU:« a value of a = 0.45.

From the fact that in our case the parameter (i=ü.9, which is not far from the

value for a single crystal (a=l), no conclusions can be dravm conccrning the

shape of Lhe. distribnt ion function t-(S). It is, howevi>r, possibli- to estimate

its width.

Assuming p(K) to have a rectangle or triangle disLribution, or to he a Gaussian,

the percentage of the crystal lites tiltc-.d by an angle B̂ was calculated for

a=0.9. A rc'.f-tangla or triangle distribution is rather unrealistic, bucause this

would mean that the probability of a crystal tilted by an angle larger than

Wc. thank Prof. H.-U. Chun, Institut für Physikalische Chemie Jer Universität

Frankfurt,for this sample.

6=H is zem. On thu ot her hand the. rosults for ^=0.9 based on different dis-
max

tribution functions p(6) are close together, and widely separated from thoae Lor

a=l.0 and a=l/3. Thus a turns out to be a proper parameter to describt' the de-

gree. of the. Lexmru of a sample. Assuming |_){P) to be a Gaussian it is found

tliaL 50 % of the crystallites are tilted less than ahout 16° for ci=0.9.

5. The H K-emi ssion spei: t r um of a UN sing l u e/rystal aiid nf i antrupically

distributed cr>stall ites

By the method described in the previous chapter the N K-emission band for any

degree ot orientation of the crystallitus and for any take-otf angle can be.

cons t ruf t ed. I t it. uuly iieceasary Lu use the aubband 1° (E) and I°(E) nht.-iined

from the experimental curves, and to choose special values for the parameters

a and ö.

In Fig. 4 the constructed N K-emission band for a single crystal of BN is shown.

The füll curve is that one would observe looking parallel to the layers, corre-

sponding to a take-off angle 6=üu. Perpendicular to the layers (take-oEf angl«

6=90°) one. would observe the curve denot ecl äs o-curve, The comparison shows

that the N K-emi ssion hand of the single crystal i a very a imilar to the Spec-

trum observed for the powder sample at £=80°. The peak at 39/t,5 eV is higher

by only ahout 15% due to the larger cuntri buL ion of thu r-band.

Figure 5 shows the calculated intensity d istribution for isotrop i c.ally distri-

huted BN crystallites (:i-\ füll l ine) together wi th i t y c1- and T-subb;mds

(dashed lines). As already mentioned above (see also Fig. 3) the intensity

distribution of this spectrum is expected to be independent on the take-off

angle.



This could be checked experimentally. A sample without texture was obCained in

the following way: BN powder whirled up in the air was gathered on a small plate

spread with glue. The spectrum of Chis sample, obtained for a take-off angle- of

10° is shown in Fig. 5. Because of the relative small amount of BK in such a

sample the statistics an: not äs good äs in t he eases described above. A curve

measured at 60° using the same sample is practically ident ical with the curve

shown in Fig. 5, in agreement with the expectations. Morcover, the experimental

result is in good agreement with the intensity distribution constructed according

to tormulas (I) and (7).
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In connection with the last result i t may be asknd, whether the reflectivity

of the grating and/or the quantum yield of the detector depend upon the diCferent

direetions of polarization of the radiation, thus affecting the true intensity

ratio of the ̂ - and o-band, It is evident that the spectrum of a sample without

texture will not be affected by these effcets. In the case of textured samples

also good agreement was found between the calculated and measured intensity

ratios of the subbands (see Fig. 3), so tbe influence of the above mentioned

effects can be neelected.

According to the method described in this paper the intensity öistributions

I°(EJ and I°(E), and also the intensity ratio f (<$)/f (6) of the TI - and o-band

can be obtained independent on the texture of the sample and the angle of obser-

vation. The same method can also be applied to study the anisotropy of the

B K.-emission of boron nitride [4j. Then all experimental data will be available

for a comparison with theoretical calculations of the electronic structure of

the valence band of boron nitride.
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Fjjjurĵ  j:apt._i o n s

Fi^;. ! Tiitensity d i sLri.bm.ion of K K-emission band of hexagonal boron

nitride samples with partially orient;iLed crystall itcs bt'tween

384 eV and 398 eV (above) and between 372 eV and 384 eV (below)

äs a funccion nT ehe Lakü-otf angle; spectra normalized at 388 eV.

Fig. 2 N K-tmission bands measured at take-o£f angles of 10°, 40° and 80°

and separat ioit in o- and i-subbands.

Fi^;. 3 rntensiLy ratios f (O/f (•-) äs a function of the Lake-off angle

for saoiples with differ^rit orientation parameter i, and comparison

with experimental results.

Fig. 4 Construction of the N K-emission band of a single cry.stal for

observation parallel to ehe crysLal layers (füll curve), using

Lhe i:- imd n-subbands from Fig. 2, multiplied wiLh an intensity

factor obtained from equaLion (7) (dashed lines).

Fig. 5 Construction of the N K-emission band of a polycrysLal line sample

without texture (füll line), using L he '•- and --subbands from

Fiir,. 2, inii 1 1 iplied with an intensity factor ohtained from equation

(7) (dashed lines), and spcc.i rum mcasiired a t a take-ot f angle

of 10° (points) .
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